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1 Background

Mediator systems federate and integrate data
from disparate sources in order to elicit infor-
mation that the individual sources cannot pro-
vide independently. The standard mediator archi-
tecture employs wrappers that translate heteroge-
nous source data into a common (often semistruc-
tured) data model like XML. A “mediation engi-
neer” provides an integrated view definition (IVD)
on the wrapped XML sources. In such a sys-
tem, an IVD is ideally expressed in a declarative
query language for XML or semistructured data.
When developing the IVD, an XML query lan-
guage provides the mediation engineer only with
a tree-structuredmodel of the source,i.e., the
names and possible nesting structure of XML el-
ements as defined by an XML DTD, but gives
no hint on semantic relationships, class structures,
not to mention application domain specific con-
straints. Indeed, as shown in [4, 1, 3], mediation
should be lifted to the conceptual level when me-
diating across complex sources whose data comes
from seemingly disjoint “worlds”,e.g., two neu-
roscience labs creating information on neurotrans-
mitters and protein distributions, respectively.1

To this end, we present a mediator prototype
system whose main novel features are: (i) medi-
ated views are definedand executedat the level of
conceptual models(CMs) rather than at the usual
structural level, (ii)domain maps(DMs) – labeled
graphs of concepts and relationships with a formal
logic semantics – are used to bridge the semantic
gap between source data from “multiple worlds”,
and (iii) a plug-in mechanismfor CMs and DMs
is provided which allows the mediator system to
be easily extended when new formalisms for CMs
and DMs are used by sources. We illustrate these
features using an example from a complex neuro-
science mediation problem.

For details of model-based mediation with do-
main maps, including their formal semantics, see
[4].

1See senselab.med.yale.edu and www-ncmir.
ucsd.edu .

2 Model-Based Mediation

Figure 1 depicts our system architecture
for model-based mediation: Differences in the
sources’ data models are resolved by wrappers that
translate the raw data into a common generic data
format (XML). Current mediator systems directly
define the integrated views on the wrapped XML
sources using an XML query language. We extend
this architecture by lifting exported source data to
the semantically richer level of conceptual mod-
els with domain knowledge. Thus, the integrated
view definition IVD at the mediator is aware of
class hierarchies, object structure, properties of re-
lationships (inclusion dependencies, cardinalities,
...), and in particulardomain specific constraintsof
sources. Consequently, the mediator’s view defi-
nition language in this architecture must not only
act as query language for semistructured data, but
also for conceptual models including the definition
of complex schema and instance level transforma-
tions and checking of logical constraints.

2.1 Generic Conceptual Model (GCM)

To facilitate extensibility, we use GCM,
a generic conceptual model, at the media-
tor level. Like RDF, GCM is a minimal-
ist object-oriented model that allows specifi-
cation of objects at the schema and instance
level (e.g., method(classA,meth,classB) and
methodinst(oidA,meth,oidB)), similar for rela-
tions, and – most importantly – arule-based exten-
sion mechanismfor axiomatizing additional CM
constructs and constraints. The formal model of
GCM is a fragment of F-logic (short: FL) [2]
with well-founded negation semantics. In this
way, GCM is universal for CMs since all first-
order constraints (cardinality constraints, range
constraints, inclusion dependencies,etc.) and the
usual inductive constraints (e.g., transitivity of the
class hierarchy) are expressible in the GCM for-
malism. The choice of a FL for our GCM is partly
for convenience, since FL already includes all re-
quired GCM features and we thus get a GCM for-
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Figure 1. Architecture of a model-based mediator with CM plug-ins

malism “for free”, without having to encode it in-
directly say as in Datalog. In particular, the flex-
ible, higher-order FL syntax turned out to be ex-
tremly useful in the real system. Finally, FL im-
plementations like FLORA [6] are readily available
and have been successfully used in an earlier ver-
sion of our neuroscience mediator [1].2

2.2 CM Plug-In Mechanism

A goal of our extensible architecture is to make
the mediator independent of a source’s choice of
CM formalism (like (E)ER or UML diagrams) for
communicating CM schema and data. As a first
step, all information (queries, CM signatures and
data, mediator/wrapper dialogues,etc.) goes “over
the wire” as XML. The second crucial step of the
plug-in mechanism relies on the fact that GCM is
universal and expressive enough to formalize any
other CM formalism: The crux is that a new CM
formalism say UXF [5] is added to the system sim-
ply by plugging an UXF-2-GCM translator into
the mediator. Essentially such a translator is noth-
ing more than acomplex XML query expression
that a source sends once to the mediatorwhen a

2Knowledge-basedIntegration of Neuroscience Data,
www.npaci.edu/DICE/Neuro/kind01.html

new CM is introduced. For example, a UXF-2-
GCM translator is an XML query that maps XML
documents conforming to the UXF DTD to their
equivalent GCM representations thereby providing
the desired GCM view on UXF. Hence, in this ar-
chitecture the mediator needs onlya single GCM
enginefor handlingarbitrary CMs.

2.3 Domain Maps

(DMs) are used as “semantic road maps” in the
mediation process and formalize expert knowledge
that is needed to mediate across multiple world
scenarios. In our system, DMs are special con-
ceptual models whose classes are calledconcepts.
Concepts provide the semantic anchor points from
which sources can “hang off” their data. Concepts
can be linked via binary relations calledroles. In-
tuitively, a labeled edgeC

r
! D of a DM means

that if c 2 C then there is somed 2 D such
thatr(c; d) holds. The formal semantics of DMs is
given by a certain description logic,3 i.e., a decid-
able fragment of first-order logic (and thus of FL).
At the top of Figure 2, the DM used for mediation
of our neuroscience domain is shown: nodes cor-

3e.g., semantics(C
r

!D):= 8x (C(x) ! 9y (D(y) ^
r(x; y)))
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respond to anatomical entities of the brain, edges
correspond to relationships likeis-a and has-a.
Moreover, different shades indicate absence or
(in)direct presence of data. Like CMs, DMs may
have additional rules, in this case, thathas-a needs
to be closed wrt. the transitiveis-a relation; the re-
sult is shown at the bottom of Figure 2.

2.4 Query Processing

At runtime, a wrapped sourceS joins the medi-
ation by registering its conceptual model CM(S)
with the mediatorM . This requires thatS sends
the mediator descriptions of the exported class
schemas, relationship schemas, and semantic rules
(ultimately expressed in FL) that are evaluable at
the mediator (either using GCM, or any CM for-
malism for which a plug-in is available). The ex-
ported objects of a CM(S) can have specialcon-
text attributes that provide the “semantic coordi-
nates” of the data in the mediator’sdomain map
DM(M). In particular, thecontext attributes can
create new concept classes atM as a result of the
source’s registration process.

At the mediator, the user query is executed
against the IVD. For example, a plan for the user
query“What is the distribution of those calcium-
binding proteins that are found in neurons that re-
ceive signals from parallel fibers in rat brains?”
involves the following steps: (1)push selections
(’rat’, ’parallel fiber’) to the SENSELAB source
andget bindingsfor neuron/compartment pairsX
andY; (2) using the domain map DM(M), select
sourcesthat have data anchored atX,Y from step
(1) – in our case,NCMIR; (3) push selectionsgiven
by theX,Y locations toNCMIR, andretrieveonly
proteinsP that are found inX,Y; (4) based on the
least upper boundof locations in the domain map,
compute the viewprotein distribution at the me-
diator (this involves adownward closurealong the
has-a-star relation).

The last two operations filter out a segment in
the domain map as the “region of correspondence”
between the two information sources, and demon-
strate how graph operations on the domain map
can be actively used to compute conceptual map-
pings between sources (cf. Figure 3).

For the full
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Figure 2. ANATOM domain map: is-a [ has-a (above), and has-a-star, the deductive-closure of is-a
and has-a (below)
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Figure 3. Snapshot of the mediator prototype; background left: meditor shell for issuing ad-hoc
queries against CM( M ); background right: generated subgraph of ANATOM having the requested
result data; clicking on a (diamond) result node retrieves the actual result data ( foreground center)
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